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Dear Ms. Pitcher;

09/8/2011

Permission is granted to use our testimonial on print and internet media.
We have had the pleasure of meeting Dr. Logan and the team of Atlantis EyeCare for
the past few months. Our son was born with cataracts in both eyes which we found
was from family history and when it appeared his eyes were not going to improve in
vision; our family doctor referred us to Atlantis EyeCare.
Dr. Logan’s office is very kid-friendly; Staff is wonderful-kind, concerned, and easy
to work with. Dr. Logan is not only personable, but a leading expert in the field of
pediatric ophthalmology and a cool guy (if memory serves, his children just went off
to college!). Our son had been bounced around from one doctor to another prior to
knowing Dr. Logan because we were not comfortable with the doctors we were
referred to in the past, who not only were unfriendly but quite frankly didn’t know
how to handle a young child as our son (he is 7 years old). Our first visit occurred a
few months ago; Dr. Logan and his team, Lucy and Nicole did a thorough exam, and
advised that our son was at a critical stage of his vision and if the cataracts were not
removed he would have to wear very thick glasses as his vision would degrade.
Surgery was recommended immediately.
Believe me; there is nothing scarier than watching your child being wheeled away to
surgery and knowing someone is operating on his eyes...but knowing that someone
was Dr. Logan and Atlantis EyeCare made it easier.
Our son’s eyes are now progressively getting better and he is very excited. His
constant squinting that he had before the surgery that would make it hard for him to
do homework and interact with other kids at school is now gone and his vision in my
opinion has improved immensely thanks to Dr. Logan and the team at Atlantis
EyeCare. Of course being a parent, I needed to check out Dr. Logan and Atlantis
EyeCare and found nothing but admirable content online and many happy clients;
none have had anything negative to say. They were all overwhelmingly positive;
including some parents who were so pleased with their kids' results that they were
planning surgery themselves, that would count my wife and soon me with Dr. Logan
and the team at Atlantis EyeCare. I highly, highly recommend him should your child
need an ophthalmologist.
P.s. Now that my son has greater vision, his homework habits have improved and
now I am the one with the visual handicap since now it seems he’s always beating me
at video games that we play together. Unfair advantage!
Sincerely,
Jorge & Angelica & Michelangelo Goulden

